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Fairy tail quotes/sentence <3 

If it to protect our family, be the kingdom or the entire world... We would make anyone our
enemy! That's what it means to be fairy tail ! 

***Natsu 

There's nothing happy about having your fate decide for you. You have to grab your own
happiness! 

***Lucy

Behind every beautiful thing, there's some kind of pain. 

***Levy

I haven't relied on luck since the moment I was born. Everything has been the result of my
choices . 

***Kagura

When we're all alone it might be to frightening to bear... But we're all right beside each other.
We've got our friends close by. Now, there's nothing to fear! Because we're not alone !

***Natsu

People cry, not because they're weak. Its because they've been strong for too long .

***Mirajane
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If I have to hurt someone, if I have to injure a comrade, then I might as well hurt myself .

***Juvia

There's no need to change the past ! Because of the past, we are who we are now . 

***Grey

Moving on doesn't mean you have to forget about thing. It just means you have to accept what
happened and continue living.

***Erza

You don't die for your friends, you live for them! 

***Natsu

Even if you lose everything, something remains.

***Lucy

No one can decide what someone else should do with their life.

***Makarov

Light could not exist without the darkness as much as darkness could not exist without light.  

***Mavis

It doesn't matter how small you may look, anyone can be strong in their own aspects.

***Levy 

Don't give up, the beginning is always the hardest, so let's keep going on till the very end! 

***Natsu
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Always trying to make myself seem strong... so I locked my heart in a suit of armor .

***Erza

Fear is not evil. It tells you what your weakness is. And once you now your weakness, you can
become stronger.

***Gildarts

Don't judge me unless you have looked through my eyes, experimented what I went through
and cried as many tears as I have. Until then , back-off , cause you have no idea. 

***Lucy

It's not the goodbyes that hurt, it's the flashback that follow...

***Gray

Are we prepared to make an enemy out of the kingdom ?! The question is, are you bastards
prepared to make an enemy out of Fairy tail ?!

***Natsu

The fact that I'm standing here means that I'm resolved to fight for my guild! I do not need your
pity.

***Wendy

What really matters is finding the strength to protect your friends. That's the source of your
power.

***Erza

Being in love doesn't make you weaker. It only make you stronger.

***Juvia

Even if I can't see you... No matter how far away you may be... I will always be watching you.
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***Makarov

Don't feel insecure just because you lost! We are fairy tail ! We're from the guild that doesn't
know when to stop! We won't survive unless we keep running! 

***Natsu

The worst kind of pain is when your smiling just to stop the tears from falling.

***Lucy 
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